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The challenge
Our longterm customer Skytanking was in need of a well-established and 
at the same time innovative and modern software for the administration 
and processing of fueling information at the capital city airport BER in 
Berlin. New and trendsetting components were planned for the use in the 
fueling trucks and for enabling a fast training through the intuitive handling. 
The hardware was freely selectable.

The project
The project included the implementation of the AFIS system in the office 
and the equipment of the fueling trucks with the newly developed  
AFIS MobileStar. The modern in-house Skytanking 
cloud is used as infrastructure. This cloud is a 
contemporary as well as platform-independent 
solution which aligns with the highest security 
standards. In addition, different types of vehicle 
measuring technology was also implemented. Being 
set as an ambitious pilot project, it was essential to 
have a very intensive exchange with the customer 
already in the preparation phase of the project, 
which was continued during the  
Go-Live on site. 

In the short project phase of only 5 months, the 
customer was always in the loop and there was a 
constant exchange regarding the project and 
development status. A milestone in the sector of 
mobile applications in the airfield evolved from this 
project due to the fruitful and cooperative 
partnership which always paid close attention to the 
ideas and feedback from the customer.

The throughout positive feedback of the drivers shows that the 
development of the MobileStar was steered into the right direction. And the 
easy and intuitive handling enabled even inexperienced drivers to adapt to 
the new system very fast and effortless. The AFIS MobileStar has become 
the drivers’ favorite.   

 
The benefit
 
AFIS was able to assist Skytanking with proving its professionalism by 
successfully and effortlessly implementing the fueling processes at the new 
capital city airport BER in Berlin. And with the new AFIS MobileStar, the 
worldwide operating into-plane service is well prepared for the challenges 
of the future and wishes of its customers.

„The good and 
construc/ve coopera/on 

as well as the fast and 
uncomplicated 

implementa/on of 
adjustments and 

improvements is the base 
for the success of the 
project and the high 

acceptance of the system 
by the users.“  

 
(Frank BöKcher, General 

Manager BER Skytanking) 
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